Tour of Statue Of Liberty and Ellis Island

Statue of Liberty
There is no symbol of Freedom and Hope more powerful than the Statue of Liberty. Words cannot describe her power, beauty and strength. A visit to see Lady Liberty will leave you breathless and by the millions of immigrants who were welcomed to America by her torch.
*Arrive by Ferry to Liberty Island with spectacular views of Lower Manhattan, NY Harbor and Lady Liberty.
*See the incredible the tower construction.
*Visit the Museum in the pedestal and stroll the beautiful grounds of Liberty Island.

Ellis Island

*Continue by ferry to Ellis Island, following the footsteps of those who arrived with the greatest hopes.
*The Great Hall Registry Room is quiet now, but when millions poured into this immigration facility it was a mad house of activity.
*Visit museum wings which chronicle different ethnic groups and time periods in our immigration history.
*You may enter names of your ancestors into the Immigration database run by the Statue Of Liberty/Ellis Island Foundation.

Date: Wednesday, May 25th, 2016
Meeting Time and duration of tour: 10 AM -3:30 PM
Meeting location: at the steps of JTS at 10 AM
Cost: $25 Ferry/Entrance Fee to Liberty State Park & Ellis Island
Leader: Steve Kornblit of Kornblit Tours
Transportation to meeting points not included

Kornblit Tours offers walking tours of New York featuring small and personal attention to detail. A Kornblit Tour will be fun, entertaining, educational, and delicious. Susan and Steven Kornblit have been touring together for 34 years and now have brought their love of travel, history and food to NYC.